Accident & First Aid

USE OF GAINSBOROUGH METHODIST
CHURCH OR ROOMS WITHIN.

The First Aid Kit and Accident Book are situated on top of the fridge/
freezer located on the top floor landing.
Any accident must be reported and logged in the book.
Any items of first aid used must be recorded on the sheet located in the
first kit.

Terms of hire
1
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Property defects
If you notice any problems with the property please make a note of it on
the Property Faults sheet to be found on the notice board in the foyer next
to the church entrance.

Health and Safety
A risk assessment must be done before candles are used and they
must be placed in suitable holders and never left unattended.
All electrical appliances used in these premises must have a current
P.A.T. test certificate.
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All walkways, stairs and exits must be kept clear at all times.
All unused 13amp sockets ( kitchen being an exception ) are fitted
with a child safety cover. These must be replaced after a socket has
been used.
Cleaner’s cupboards must be kept locked at times.
Ensure everyone has left the building before you lockup and leave,
i.e. all rooms and toilets are empty.

Personal or items not owned by the church.
All property owned by individuals or group/organisations using these
premises is at the owner’s risk. No responsibility will held for any items
left on the premises. It is up to users to arrange insurance for their goods.
(Paragraph 6 on the terms of hire.)
Five small lockers are provided outside of the kitchen on the top landing
for use while you are on the premises, keys are in the kitchen cupboard
near the window and must be returned there when you leave.
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Alcohol can neither be sold nor consumed on Methodist premises.
There are restrictions on gambling on Methodist premises. Put simply,
any prizes must be in kind, and not in cash, their total value cannot exceed £50.00, and tickets etc can only be sold at the relevant social event.
No smoking on the premises
No subletting
No animals allowed on the premises. Guide dogs are exempt from this
rule.
Any losses incurred by the hirer or those using the premises during the
period of hire shall be the responsibility of the hirer.
No poster or display materials should be used without the permission of
the property secretary.
If the premises are needed for a church event, this will take precedence,
but the property secretary will give as much notice as possible. The
church takes no responsibility for any loss suffered by the hirer for such
cancellation.
The hirer must have Public Liability Insurance.
Any breakages or damage to the property must be reported.
The hire charge is based on the rooms and facilities hired.
Twenty four hours notice of a booking cancelation is required.
Safeguarding form E must be completed and returned to the booking
officer. This will also confirm your agreement to our terms of hire.

The Methodist Church has a policy for safeguarding children
and young people. This policy extends to all groups using
Methodist premises
a)
b)
c)
d)

As the people of the Methodist Church we are concerned with the
wholeness of each individual within God’s purposes for everyone.
We seek to safeguard all members of the church community of all ages.
It is the responsibility of each of us to prevent the physical, sexual
and emotional abuse of children, young people and vulnerable adults
in our care.
All groups/organisations must have a Safeguarding policy.

Heating
Keys
You will be provided with a set of two keys which will give you access to
the main entry doors and the internal church doors.
Please ensure: all windows are closed except the one next to the lift in hot
weather, all lights are off and that the outer doors are locked on leaving the
building after you have checked you are the only group remaining on the
premises. Take care that there is no one left inside, particularly anyone using
the toilets. Pleases ensure all electrical items used are turned off i.e. extractor
fans, cooker hobs & the hot water boilers.

FIRE emergency evacuation.

Do not use the lift.
If the stairs down to the foyer and exit through the rear doors are not a
safe route the emergency exit is by the door onto the roof across & down
the steps beside the boiler house, out of the door on the right at the bottom and then down the steps into the Rose Way car park. If someone
cannot use the stairs, wait on the roof for emergency services for help.
TELEPHONE 999 and ask for FIRE SERVICES
To reset fire alarm enter 3545 and press reset. The fire alarm will not
reset if a fire point glass is broken.
It is the responsibility of the hirer to be familiar with the Fire Emergency
Evacuation Plan and communicate with their group.
LIFT
Do not use the lift if alone in the building.
Should you become trapped in the lift raise the alarm by pressing the emergency button for up to three seconds, to alert other members of your group. If
no one responds, press the emergency button for a further five seconds and an
automatic telephone will connect you to trained persons, who will respond
and who can lower the lift manually to effect release.
Ensure routes to and from the lift on all floors are left clear and unobstructed
at all times.

If heating is required this will be turned on so that the room is ready for the
beginning of the event.
We can arrange for you to come in earlier to prepare but the room may not
be up to the required temperature. In just a few cases, early access may not
be possible because of a previous booking.
For organisations booking the premises, heating if required is included in
the hire charge. The areas in use will be heated as required.
All church activities must be booked with our bookings officer who will
complete the heating schedule for the heating to be programmed. Failure
to do so is likely to result in the heating not being programmed as required.
Heating can be switched on for up to two hours at a time for any area by
use of timer controls fitted to the wall by the foyer kitchen sink.
If additional heating is required an electrical convector heater may be used.
It is located in the room on the middle floor lift access room. If used please
return to that room after use. Radiant heaters such as bar or halogen
CANNOT be used because of fire or burn dangers & MAY INVALIDATE OUR INSURANCE.

Hot water.
To ensure there is minimal delay for hot water to be present at the sinks in
the kitchens and toilets a pump can be activated.
Please turn one of the hot water timer controls ( marked SWT Secondary),
located in the downstairs kitchen next to the sink, to correspond to the
length of your meeting. Up to two hours can be set at one time. If the
meeting is longer the control will need to be set again.
Booking officer.

Miss. Sylvia Cammack
56 Juniper Way,
Gainsborough,
Lincolnshire.
DN21 1GW.
Tel. 01427 238840

MAIN KITCHEN

These facilities must always be kept in a clean and hygienic state.
Please leave all outdoor clothing and personal items on the hooks or in a locker
provided just outside the kitchen door. Keys for lockers are to be found near
the cleaner’s cupboard key.
Do not sit on the serving hatch or work surfaces - IT IS UNHYGIENIC
A water boiler has been provided to supply hot water for hot drinks. Please ensure it turned off after use. For health and safety reasons kettles should not be
used.
There are six electric hobs with an extractor fan above for the removal of steam
and odours. These hobs must be turned off at the wall switch when not in use
as well as on the hob controls. Please leave them clean after use. Only items
designed to be used on electric rings are to placed on them. Combustible materials must never be placed on the hobs. This includes tea towels, hand towels and clothing.
The ovens must be turned off only on the oven itself, please do not switch them
of at the wall. Please ensure it is left clean.
There is an extractor fan above the sink.
All drawers and cupboards are marked as to their contents.
A commercial dishwasher is available if required. Only use the wash tablets
provided in the cupboard next to the washer in the powder dispenser.There is a
laminated instruction leaflet for information on which program to use and other
relevant information. Please remove excess food from the crockery before
loading the washer.
Please use the hand washing bowl and other sinks as marked.
Please leave the kitchen in a clean and tidy state. Mops are in the cleaner’s cupboard if the floor becomes wet, the key to the cupboard is to found hooked on
the inside of cupboard by the sink. Use the wet floor signs to signal a slippery
floor surface.
Please leave all surfaces and the sink in a clean state. Antibacterial cleaners,
disposable cloths or wipes are supplied for this purpose.

Security
The premises must be kept secure at all times. Please ensure the rear doors
are left on the latch unless you operate a meet & greet system.
Door entry system.
There is a door entry system on the rear door, which is the main entrance to
the church complex. This comprises of a call box mounted on the wall to the
left of the entrance door. When a button is pressed a buzzer sounds on an
internal phone. If you are sure the visitor is one of your group, press the
button above the phone and hold for five seconds to remotely release the
door lock.
Should you get locked in the building there is an exit via the hall across
the roof and down the fire exit route. Please ensure all doors are closed
behind you. You will not be able to re enter the building by this means
CCTV.
A portable monitor is located in the upstairs kitchen. As the signal is weak
on the top floor it must left in the position as marked in the kitchen. It can
be taken to other rooms within the building. It displays images of the rear
entrance and foyer.

Cleaning and tidying up after an event.
This church does not have a caretaker.
It is expected that the rooms used will be left in an “as found” state. There
are brushes and mops etc. in the cleaning cupboards located in the gents toilet on the top floor and in the ground floor foyer. The keys for the cleaner’s
cupboard downstairs will be found on the back of the door above the sink
and in the upstairs kitchen cupboard by the window, the cleaner’s cupboards
must not be left open or unlocked at any time.
COSHH. In case of accidental exposure to cleaning materials COSHH data
sheets (where relevant) are situated in pouches on the back of cleaner’s cupboard doors.
Users are requested removed their own rubbish from the premises. There
will be a charge of £1.50 per bag made for any rubbish that has to be disposed of by the church, this includes any rubbish left near the dustbins.

Toilets
There are toilets on both the ground floor and top floor levels with facilities
for the disabled. All have automatic lighting upon entry and all have automatic
hand driers.

Foyer facilities
If tables or/and chairs have been used please return them to the storage area
they came from.
In cold weather please keep the double doors between the foyer and entrance
closed. Do not wedge them open.
Crockery is to be found in the kitchen as marked. cupboards above the kitchen
sink. Please return all used items in a clean condition to where they came
from. Please leave all surfaces and the sink in a clean state. Antibacterial
cleaners, disposable cloths or wipes are supplied for this purpose.
Hall
All chairs and tables must be left down the sides of the hall, chairs stacked no
more than five high for safety reasons along the sides of the hall.
The large folding tables must be stored on end with securing cords and seven
of the small folding tables stacked in the frame provided as in photographs.
Chairs must not be placed in front of the fire alarm near the emergency
exit or the exit itself .
There must not be any items placed in front of the heaters at either end of
the church or hall.
The emergency exit onto the roof must be kept clear at all times. It should only
be opened when evacuation is required: it must not be left open for any other
reason. There is an audible alert signal when the door is opened.
Please mop up any water spills as soon as possible. Cloths, mops and wet floor
signs are provided in the cleaner’s cupboards, keys for cleaner’s cupboards arelocated in eye level cupboards above sinks.
As in all other areas, please leave the room clean and tidy, ensure all lights are
switched off.

